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其所采用的数据交换原理是利用 Hash 表在 Web J2EE 应用层实现不同模块、页
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Abstract 
In recent years, China's rapid economic development has improved citizen's 
living standards greatly. As a result, the frequency of people go traveling by planes 
has also been increased, which led to the growth of other related industries such as 
tourism and hotel industry. Because travellers’ time nowadays is seemed to be more 
valuable due to the hectic modern life style, the majority passengers would not want 
to spend too much time on ordering tickets and hotel rooms. The traditional ticket 
sales agents are also facing many problems: first of all, the flight information query is 
not real-time, which will cause a situation where passengers cannot be able to buy the 
tickets and the tickets are actually left unsold. Also, because the ticket booking and 
unsubscribing realization through electronic processing have greatly improved the 
work efficiency, the traffic in bills increases and therefore leading the statistical 
inquiry will cost a huge amount of time. Lastly, due to limitations of space and time, 
the expansion of business will bring a lot of problems, such as problems of 
management between ticket agents and subordinate agents and agents to sales 
personnel. 
The ticketing system is mainly used by online airline ticket agents to achieve 
online ticket management, to manage hotel room reservation and related statistical 
inquiries, and to help communicate among ticketing companies, agents, and 
salespeople. The data exchange system based on Web applications using J2EE Web 
layer controls data exchange between modules. We mainly use Hash table to 
implement data exchange among different modules, pages or layers;  simplify data 
programming; improve efficiency; make ease of maintenance and expansion, and 
separate data flow and control flow of Web applications. 
The system is designed based on the traditional business model of ticketing 
agents. It meets the requirements of a modern network economy and fulfils the needs 
of ticketing agents, which can be a good solution to the problem encountered. 
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图 2-1 销售管理订单用例图 
 
身份管理模块用用例表详细参加表 2-1 至 2-4。 
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